An account is given of the development of X-ray crystallography from its beginnings in 1912 to its present successes in the determination of virus structures. Brief mention is made of early inorganic and subsequent organic molecule structure determinations, which eventually laid the foundations for the ®rst protein structures in 1957±1959. Various experimental and computational advances were required for these successes. However, additional technical advances were necessary before the ®rst near atomic resolution structures of spherical viruses became possible in 1978±1979. Current emphasis is in probing the multifunctional biological properties of viral capsids when they infect cells.
Introduction
No history has a beginning. There are always earlier events which stimulate what happens subsequently. Undoubtedly, virus crystallography had its origins in protein crystallography, which in turn grew from the study of organic molecules and, earlier still, of inorganic compounds. Nor is there a strict linear evolution of one topic to another, but there is extensive cross-fertilization of ideas, methods and results. As much as some would wish that scienti®c discovery is a rational progression of consecutive events, science is largely determined by personalities. For instance, it is probably not an accident that X-ray diffraction was ®rst demonstrated in the town which had become home to Ro È ntgen, von Laue and Ewald. But it was Bragg in Cambridge, with his physical mind and love of simplicity, who had the greatest impact on the following generation of crystallographers.
Here, I give my view of the more important events that led to our present extensive knowledge of virus structure. However, as in all histories, no two people are likely to tell the same story, particularly when the story tellers are recounting some of their own experiences [compare, for instance, the article by Perutz in Methods in Enzymology (Perutz, 1985) ]. I have chosen to start ± roughly ± with the 1912 discovery in Munich of X-ray diffraction by crystals, but I hurry on to more recent events in order to expand a little on the successes of the last two decades. While I hope that this account can give some of the¯avor of the interaction of people and ideas, it is a task beyond my available time and ability to balance accurately the factors which led to each new advance. I hope that the many actors who feature in this account will forgive me for the bias which I will surely have displayed in this hastily written text.
Pre-1912
Crystallography ranks with astronomy as one of the oldest sciences. Crystals, in the form of precious stones and common minerals, have attractive properties on account of their symmetry and their refractive and re¯ective properties, which result in the unde®nable quality called beauty. Natural philosophers have long pondered the unusual properties seen in the discontinuous surface morphologies of crystals. Hooke (1665) and Huygens (1690) came close to grasping the way repeating objects can create discrete crystal faces with reproducible interfacial angles. The symmetry of mineral crystals was explored systematically in the 18th and 19th centuries by measuring the angles between crystal faces, leading to the classi®cation into the symmetry systems from triclinic to cubic and the construction of symmetry tables (Schoen¯ies, 1891; Hilton, 1903; Astbury et al., 1935) ± the predecessors of today's International Tables.
encouraged by his father, William Bragg, recast the Laue equations into the physically intuitive form, now known as`Bragg's law' (Bragg & Bragg, 1913) . This set the stage for a large number of structure determinations of inorganic salts and of metals. The discovery of simple structures (Bragg, 1913) , such as that of NaCl, led to a good deal of acrimony, for crystals of such salts were shown to consist of a uniform distribution of positive and negative ions, rather than discrete molecules. These early structure determinations were based on trial and error (sometimes guided by the predictions of Pope and Barlow that were based on packing considerations) until a set of atomic positions could be found that satis®ed the observed intensity distribution of the X-ray re¯ections. This gave rise to rather pessimistic estimates that structures with more than about four independent atomic parameters would not be solvable.
The gradual advance in X-ray crystallography required a systematic understanding and tabulation of space groups. Previously, only various aspects of threedimensional symmetry operations appropriate for periodic lattices had been listed. Consequently, in 1935, the growing crystallographic community put together the ®rst set of Internationale Tabellen (Hermann, 1935) containing diagrams and information about 230 space groups. After World War II, these tables were enlarged and combined with Kathleen Lonsdale's structure-factor formulae (Lonsdale, 1936) in the form of the International Tables, Volume 1 (Henry & Lonsdale, 1952) . Most recently, they have again been revised and extended in Volume A (Hahn, 1983) .
Simple organic compounds started to be examined in the 1920's. Perhaps foremost among these is the structure of hexamethylbenzene by Kathleen Lonsdale (Lonsdale, 1928) . She showed that, as had been expected, benzene had a planar hexagonal structure. Another notable achievement of crystallography was made by J. D. Bernal in the early 1930s. He was able to differentiate between a number of possible structures for steroids by studying their packing arrangements in different unit cells (Bernal, 1933) . Bernal (`Sage') had an enormous impact on English crystallographers in the 1930's. His character was immortalized by the novelist C. P. Snow in his book The Search (Snow, 1934) . By the mid-1930s, J. Monteath Robertson and I. Woodward had determined the structure of Ni phthalocyanine (Robertson, 1935) using the heavy-atom method. This was a major crystallographic success and perhaps the ®rst time that a crystallographer had succeeded in solving a structure when little chemical information was previously available.
Another event which had a major impact was the determination of the absolute hand of the asymmetric carbon atom of sodium tartrate by Bijvoet (Bijvoet, 1949; Bijvoet et al., 1951) . By indexing the X-ray re¯ections with a right-handed system, he showed that the breakdown of Friedel's law in the presence of an anomalous scatterer was consistent with the asymmetric carbon atom having a hand in agreement with Fischer's convention. With that knowledge, together with the prior results of organic reaction analyses, the absolute hand of other asymmetric carbon atoms could be established. In particular, it was now determined what was the absolute structure of naturally occurring amino acids and riboses.
Until the mid-1950s, most structure determinations were made using only projection data. This not only reduced the tremendous effort required for manual indexing and for making eye estimates of intensity measurements, but also reduced the calculation effort to almost manageable proportions in the absence of computing machines. However, the structure determination of penicillin (Crowfoot, 1948; Crowfoot et al., 1949) , made during World War II by Dorothy Hodgkin and Charles Bunn, employed some three-dimensional data. A further major achievement was the solution of the three-dimensional structure of vitamin B 12 by Dorothy Hodgkin and her colleagues in the 1950s (Hodgkin et al., 1957) . They ®rst used a cobalt atom as a heavy atom on a vitamin B 12 fragment and were able to recognize the`corin' ring structure. This success was made possible by the extraordinary collaboration between Dorothy Hodgkin in Oxford, England, and Kenneth Trueblood at UCLA in Los Angeles, California, USA. While Dorothy's group did the data collection and interpretation, Ken's group performed the computing on the very early electronic Standard Western Automatic Computer (SWAC). Additional help was made available by the parallel work of J. G. White at Princeton University in New Jersey. This was at a time before the internet, before e-mail, before usable transatlantic telephones and before jet travel. Transatlantic propeller-driven air connections had started to operate only a few years earlier.
Many technical advances were made in the 1930s that contributed to the rapidly increasing achievements of crystallography. W. H. Bragg had earlier suggested (Bragg, 1915) the use of Fourier methods to analyze the periodic electronic density distribution in crystals, and this was utilized by his son, W. L. Bragg (Bragg, 1929a,b) . The relationship between a Fourier synthesis and Fourier analysis demonstrated that the central problem in structural crystallography was the phase problem. Computational devices to help plot this distribution were invented by Arnold Beevers and Henry Lipson in the form of their`Beevers±Lipson strips' (Beevers & Lipson, 1934) and by J. Monteath Robertson with his`Robertson sorting board' (Robertson, 1936) . These devices were later supplemented by the XRAC electronic analog machine of Ray Pepinsky (Pepinsky, 1947) and mechanical analog machines (McLachlan & Champaygne, 1946; Lipson & Cochran, 1953) until electronic digital computers came into use during the mid-1950s.
A. Lindo Patterson, inspired by his visit to England in the 1930s where he met Lawrence Bragg, Kathleen Lonsdale and J. Monteath Robertson, showed how to use F 2 Fourier syntheses for structure determinations (Patterson, 1934 (Patterson, , 1935 . When the`Patterson' synthesis was combined with the heavy-atom method, and (later) with electronic computers, it transformed analytical organic chemistry. No longer was it necessary for teams of chemists to labor for decades in the structure determination of natural products. Instead, a single crystallographer could solve such a structure in a period of months.
Improvements in data-collection devices have also had a major impact. Until the mid-1950s, the most usual method of measuring intensities was by manual inspection of re¯ection`spots' on ®lms by comparison with a standard scale. However, the use of counters (used for instance by Bragg in 1912) was gradually automated and became the preferred technique in the 1960s. In addition, semi-automatic methods of measuring the optical densities along reciprocal lines on precession photographs were used extensively for early protein structure determinations in the 1950s and 1960s.
The ®rst investigation of biological macromolecules
Leeds, in the county of Yorkshire, was one of the centers of the English fabric industry and was the home of a small research institute established to investigate the properties of natural ®bers. W. T. Astbury became a member of this institute after learning about X-ray diffraction from single crystals in Bragg's laboratory. He investigated the diffraction of X-rays by wool, silk, keratin and other natural ®brous proteins. He showed that the resultant patterns could be roughly classi®ed into two classes, and , and that on stretching some, for example wool, the pattern is converted from to (Astbury, 1933) .
Puri®cation techniques for globular proteins were also being developed in the 1920s and 1930s, permitting J. B. Sumner to crystallize the ®rst enzyme, namely urease, in 1926. Not much later, J. D. Bernal and his student, Dorothy Crowfoot (Hodgkin) , in Cambridge investigated crystals of pepsin. The resultant 1934 paper in Nature (London), (Bernal & Crowfoot, 1934) is quite remarkable because of its speed of publication and because of the authors' extraordinary insight. The crystals of pepsin were found to deteriorate quickly in air when taken out of their crystallization solution and, therefore, had to be contained in a sealed capillary tube for all X-ray experiments. This form of protein crystal mounting remained in vogue until the 1990s when crystal freezing techniques were introduced. But most importantly, it was recognized that the pepsin diffraction pattern implied that the protein molecules have a unique structure and that these crystals would be a vehicle for the determination of that structure to atomic resolution. This understanding of protein structure occurred at a time when proteins were widely thought to form heterogeneous micelles, a concept that persisted another 20 years until Sanger was able to determine the unique amino-acid sequences of the two chains in an insulin molecule (Sanger & Tuppy, 1951; Sanger & Thompson, 1953a,b) .
Soon after Bernal and Hodgkin photographed an X-ray diffraction pattern of pepsin, Max Perutz started his historic investigation of hemoglobin.² Such investigations were, however, thought to be without hope of any success by most of the contemporary crystallographers who avoided crystals that did not have a short (less than 4.5 A Ê ) axis for projecting resolved atoms. Nevertheless, Perutz computed Patterson functions which suggested that hemoglobin contained parallel -keratin-like bundles of rods (Boyes- Watson et al., 1947; Perutz, 1949) . Perutz was correct about the -keratin-like rods, but not about these being parallel.
Pauling in Pasadena was building helical polypeptide structures to explain Astbury's patterns and perhaps to understand the helical structures in globular proteins such as hemoglobin. Pauling, using his knowledge of the structure of amino acids and peptide bonds, was forced to the conclusion that there need not be an integral number of amino-acid residues per helical turn. He, therefore, suggested that the`-helix', with 3.6 residues per turn, would roughly explain Astbury's pattern and that his proposed`-sheet' structure should be related to Astbury's pattern. Perutz saw that an -helical structure should give rise to a strong 1.5 A Ê -spacing re¯ection as a consequence of the rise per residue in an -helix (Perutz, 1951a,b) . Demonstration of this re¯ection in horse hair, then in ®bers of polybenzyl-l-glutamate, in muscle (with Hugh Huxley) and ®nally in hemoglobin crystals showed that Pauling's proposed -helix really existed in hemoglobin and presumably also in other globular proteins. Con®rmation of helical-like structures came with the observation of cylindrical rods in the 6 A Ê resolution structure of myoglobin in 1957 and eventually at atomic resolution with the 2 A Ê myoglobin structure in 1959 (Kendrew et al., 1960) . The ®rst atomic resolution con®rmation of Pauling's structure did not come until 1966 with the structure determination of hen egg white lysozyme .
Although the stimulus for the Cochran et al. (1952) analysis of diffraction from helical structures came from ² Perutz writes,`I started X-ray work on haemoglobin in October 1937 and Bragg became Cavendish Professor in October 1938. Bernal was my PhD supervisor in 1937, but he had nothing to do with my choice of haemoglobin. I began this work at the suggestion of Haurowitz, the husband of my cousin Gina Perutz, who was then in Prague. The ®rst paper on X-ray diffraction from haemoglobin (and chymotrypsin) was by Bernal et al. (1938) . I did the experimental work, (and) Bernal showed me how to interpret the X-ray pictures. ' Perutz's studies of helices in polybenzyl-l-glutamate and their presence in hemoglobin, the impact on the structure determination of nucleic acids was even more signi®cant. The events leading to the discovery of DNA have been well chronicled (Watson, 1968; Olby, 1974; Judson, 1979) . The resultant science, often known exclusively as molecular biology, has created a whole new industry. Furthermore, the techniques used by Pauling in predicting the structure of -helices and -sheets and by Crick and Watson in determining the structure of DNA had a major effect on more traditional crystallography and the structure determinations of ®brous proteins, nucleic acids and polysaccharides.
Another major early result of profound biological signi®cance was the demonstration by Bernal and Fankuchen in the 1930s (Bernal & Fankuchen, 1941) that tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) had a rod-like structure. This was the ®rst occasion where it was possible to obtain a de®nite idea of the architecture of a virus. Many of the biological properties of TMV had been explored by Wendell Stanley working at the Rockefeller Institute in New York. He had also been able to obtain a large amount of puri®ed virus. Although it was not possible to crystallize this virus, it was possible to obtain a diffraction pattern of the virus in a viscous solution which had been agitated to cause alignment of the virus particles. This led Jim Watson (Watson, 1954) to a simple helical structure of the viral RNA protected by an equally helical array of proteins. Eventually, after continuing studies by Aaron Klug, Rosalind Franklin, Ken Holmes and others, the structure was determined at atomic resolution (Holmes et al., 1975) .
Globular proteins in the 1950s
Max Perutz had joined Sir Lawrence Bragg in 1936 in Cambridge. Inspired in part by Keilin (Perutz, 1997) , Perutz started to study crystalline hemoglobin. This work was interrupted by World War II but, once the war had ®nished, Perutz tenaciously developed a series of highly ingenious techniques. All of these procedures have their counterparts in modern`macromolecular crystallography', although today few recognize their real origin.
The ®rst of these methods was the use of`shrinkage' stages (Perutz, 1946; Bragg & Perutz, 1952) . It had been noted by Bernal and Crowfoot (Hodgkin) in their study of pepsin that crystals of proteins deteriorate on exposure to air. Perutz examined crystals of horse hemoglobin after drying them in air for short periods of time and then sealing them in capillaries. He found that there were at least seven consecutive shrinkage stages of the unit cell. He realised that each shrinkage stage permitted the sampling of the molecular transform at successive positions, thus permitting him to map the variation of the continuous transform. As he examined only the centric (h0l) re¯ections of the monoclinic crystals, he could observe when the sign changed from 0 to % in the centric projection ( Fig. 1 ). Thus, he was able to determine the phases (signs) of the central part of the (h0l) reciprocal lattice. This technique is identical to the use of diffraction data from different unit cells for averaging electron density in the`modern' molecular replacement method. In the hemoglobin case, Patterson projections had shown that the molecules maintained their orientation relative to the a axis as the crystals shrank but, in the more general molecular replacement case, it is necessary to determine the relative orientations of the molecules in each cell.
The second of Perutz's techniques depended on observing changes in the intensities of low-order re¯ections when the concentration of the dissolved salts (e.g. Cs 2 SO 4 ) in the solution between the crystallized molecules was altered (Boyes- Watson et al., 1947; Perutz, 1954) . The differences in structure amplitude, taken together with the previously determined signs, could then map out the parts of the crystal unit cell occupied by the hemoglobin molecule. In many respects, this procedure has its equivalent in`solvent¯attening' used extensively in`modern' protein crystallography.
The third of Perutz's innovations was the isomorphous replacement method (Green et al., 1954) . The origin of the isomorphous replacement method goes back to the beginnings of X-ray crystallography when Bragg compared the diffracted intensities from crystals of NaCl and KCl. J. Monteath Robertson explored the procedure a little further in his studies of phthalocyanines. Perutz used a well known fact that dyes could be diffused into protein crystals and, hence, heavy-atom compounds might also diffuse into and bind to speci®c residues in the protein. Nevertheless, the skeptics questioned whether even the heaviest atoms could make a measurable difference to the X-ray diffraction pattern of a protein.² Perutz, therefore, developed an instrument which quantitatively recorded the blackening caused by the re¯ected X-ray beam on a ®lm. He also showed that the effect of speci®cally bound atoms could be observed visually on a ®lm record of a diffraction pattern. In 1953, this resulted in a complete sign determination of the (h0l) horse hemoglobin structure amplitudes (Green et al., 1954) . However, not surprisingly, the projection of the molecule was not very interesting, making it necessary to extend the procedure to non-centric three-dimensional data. It took another 5 years to determine the ®rst globular protein to near atomic resolution. ² Perutz writes,`I measured the absolute intensity of re¯ections from haemoglobin which turned out to be weaker than predicted by Wilson's statistics. This made me realise that about 99% of the scattering contributions of the light atoms are extinguished by interference and that, by contrast, the electrons of a heavy atom, being concentrated at a point, would scatter in phase and therefore make a measurable difference to the structure amplitudes.'
In 1950, David Harker was awarded one million dollars by the Damon Runyon Foundation to study the structure of proteins. He worked ®rst at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in New York and later at the Roswell Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo, New York. He proposed to solve the structure of proteins on the assumption that they consisted of`globs' which he could treat as single atoms and, therefore, solve the structure by his inequalities (Harker & Kasper, 1947) , i.e. by direct methods. He was aware of the need to use threedimensional data, which meant a full phase determination rather than the sign determination of twodimensional projection data on which Perutz had concentrated. Harker, therefore, decided to develop automatic diffractometers as opposed to the ®lm methods being used in Cambridge. In 1956, he published a procedure for plotting the isomorphous data of each re¯ection in a simple graphical manner that allowed an easy determination of its phase (Harker, 1956) . Unfortunately, the error associated with the data tended to create a lot of uncertainty.
In the ®rst systematic phase determination of a protein, namely that of myoglobin, phase estimates were made for about 400 re¯ections. In order to remove subjectivity, independent estimates were made by Kendrew and Bragg by visual inspection of the Harker diagram for each re¯ection. These were later compared before computing an electron density map. This process was put onto a more objective basis by calculating phase probabilities as described by Blow & Crick (1959) and by Dickerson et al. (1961) .
One problem of the isomorphous replacement method was the determination of accurate parameters that described the heavy-atom replacements. Centric projections were a means of directly determining the coordinates, but no satisfactory method was available to determine the relative positions of atoms in different derivatives when there were no centric projections. In particular, it was necessary to establish the relative y coordinates for the heavy-atom sites in the various derivatives of monoclinic myoglobin and in monoclinic horse hemoglobin. Perutz (1956) and Bragg (1958) had each made proposals of how to solve this problem, but these were not entirely satisfactory. Consequently, it was necessary to average the results of different methods to determine the 6 A Ê phases for myoglobin. However, this problem was solved satisfactorily in the structure determination of hemoglobin by using a (F H1 À F H2 ) 2 Patterson-like synthesis in which the vectors between atoms in the two heavy-atom compounds H1 and H2 produce negative peaks (Rossmann, 1960) . This technique also gave rise to the ®rst least-squares re®nement procedure to determine the parameters that de®ne each heavy atom.
The ®rst protein structures (1957±1970s)
By the time three-dimensional structures of proteins were being solved, Linderstro È m-Lang (Linderstro È m-Lang & Schellman, 1959) had introduced the concepts of primary',`secondary' and`tertiary' structures, providing a basis for the interpretation of electron density maps. The ®rst three-dimensional protein structure to be solved was that of myoglobin at 6 A Ê resolution (Fig. 2) in 1957 . It clearly showed sausagelike features which were assumed to be -helices. The Fe-containing heme group was identi®ed as a somewhat larger electron density feature. The structure determination of hemoglobin in 1959 at 5.5 A Ê resolution (Cullis et al., 1962) showed that each of its two independent chains, and , had a fold similar to that of myoglobin and thus suggested a divergent evolutionary process for oxygen transport molecules. These ®rst protein structures were mostly helical, features that could be recognized readily at low resolution. Had the ®rst structures been of mostly structure, as is the case for pepsin or chymotrypsin, history might have been different. The absolute hand of the hemoglobin structure was determined using anomalous dispersion (Cullis et al., 1962) in a manner similar to that which had been used by Bijvoet. This was con®rmed almost immediately when a 2 A Ê resolution map of myoglobin was calculated in 1959 (Kendrew et al., 1960) . By plotting the electron density of the -helices on cylindrical sections (Fig. 3) , it was possible to see not only that the Pauling prediction of the -helix structure was accurately obeyed, but also that the C atoms were consistent with laevo amino acids and that all eight helices were right-handed on account of the steric hindrance that would occur between the C atom and carbonyl oxygen in left-handed helices.
The ®rst enzyme structure to be solved was that of lysozyme in 1965 (Blake et al., 1965) , a gap of 6 years after the excitement caused by the discovery of the globin structures. Diffusion of substrate into crystals of lysozyme showed how substrate bound to the enzyme (Blake, Johnson et al., 1967) , which in turn suggested a catalytic mechanism and identi®ed the essential catalytic residues. The use of structural arguments to support chemical observations was a major step.
From 1965 onwards, the rate of protein structure determinations gradually increased to about one a year: carboxypeptidase (Reeke et al., 1967) , chymotrypsin (Matthews et al., 1967) , ribonuclease (Kartha et al., 1967; Wyckoff et al., 1967) , papain (Drenth et al., 1968) , insulin (Adams et al., 1969) , lactate dehydrogenase (Adams et al., 1970) and cytochrome c (Dickerson et al., 1971) were early examples. Every new structure was a major event. These structures laid the foundation of structural biology. From a crystallographic point of view, Drenth's structure determination of papain was particularly signi®cant in that he was able to show an amino-acid sequencing error where 13 residues had to be inserted between Phe28 and Arg31 and that a 38-residue peptide, which had been assigned to position 138 to 176, needed to be transposed to a position between the extra 13 residues and Arg31.
The variety of structures that were being studied increased rapidly. The ®rst tRNA structures were determined in the 1970s (Kim et al., 1973; Robertus et al., 1974) , the ®rst spherical virus structure was published in 1978 (Harrison et al., 1978) and the photoreaction center membrane protein appeared in 1985 (Deisenhofer et al., 1985) . The rate of new structure determinations has continued to increase exponentially. In 1996, about one new structure was published every day. Partly in anticipation and partly to ensure the availability of results, the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) was brought to life at the 1971 Cold Spring Harbor Meeting (Berman & Sussman, 1998) . Initially, it was dif®cult to persuade authors to submit their coordinates, but gradually this changed to where most journals require coordinate submission to the PDB, resulting in today's World Wide Web accessibility to structural results. Among the many important results that have emerged from this wealth of data is a careful mapping of the main-chain dihedral angles, con®rming the predictions of Ramachandran (Ramachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968) , and of side-chain rotamers (Ponder & Richards, 1987) . Furthermore, it is now possible to determine whether the folds of domains in a new structure relate to any previous results (Murzin et al., 1995; Holm & Sander, 1997) .
Technological developments (1958±1980s)
In the early 1960s, there were very few who had had experience in solving a protein structure. Thus, almost a decade passed after the success with the globins before there was a noticeable surge of new structure reports. In the meantime, there were anxious attempts to ®nd alternative methods to determine protein structure. Blow & Rossmann (1961) demonstrated the power of the single isomorphous replacement method. While previously it had been thought that it was necessary to have at least two heavy-atom compounds, if not many more, they showed that a good representation of the structure of hemoglobin could have been made by using only one good derivative. There were also early attempts at exploiting anomalous dispersion for phase determination. Rossmann (1961) showed that anomalous differences could be used to calculate a`Bijvoet Patterson' from which the site of the anomalous scatterers (and, hence, heavy-atom sites) could be determined. Blow & Rossmann (1961 ), North (1965 and Matthews (1966) used anomalous-dispersion data to help in phase determination. Hendrickson stimulated further interest by using Cu K radiation and employing the anomalous effect of sulfur atoms in cysteines to solve the entire structure of the crambin molecule (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981) . With today's availability of synchrotrons, and hence the ability to tune to absorption edges, these early attempts to utilize anomalous data have been vastly extended to the powerful multiple-wavelength anomalous-dispersion (MAD) method (Hendrickson, 1991) .
Another advance was the introduction of the`molecular replacement' technique (Rossmann, 1972) . The inspiration for this method arose out of the observation that many larger proteins (e.g. hemoglobin) are oligomers of identical subunits and that many proteins can crystallize in numerous different forms. Rossmann & Blow (1962) recognized that an obvious application of the technique would be to viruses with their icosahedral symmetry. They pointed out that the symmetry of the biological oligomer can often be, and sometimes must be,`non-crystallographic' or`local', as opposed to being true for the whole in®nite crystal lattice. Although the conservation of folds had become apparent in the study of the globins and a little later in the study of dehy-drogenases , in the 1960s the early development of the molecular replacement technique was aimed primarily at ab initio phase determination (Rossmann & Blow, 1963; Main & Rossmann, 1966; Crowther, 1969) . It was only in the 1970s, when more structures became available, that it was possible to use the technique to solve homologous structures with suitable search models. Initially, there was a good deal of resistance to the use of the molecular replacement technique. Results from the rotation function were often treated with skepticism, the translation problem was thought to have no de®nitive answer, and there were excellent reasons to consider that phasing was impossible except for centric re¯ections (Rossmann, 1972) . It took 25 years before the full power of all aspects of the molecular replacement technique was fully utilized and accepted (Rossmann et al., 1985) .
The ®rst real success of the rotation function was in ®nding the rotational relationship between the two independent insulin monomers in the R3 unit cell (Dodson et al., 1966) . This showed that there was a dimer in the asymmetric unit and that the unit cell probably contained a hexamer. Crowther produced the fast rotation function, which reduced the computational times to manageable proportions (Crowther, 1972) . Crowther (1969) and also Main & Rossmann (1966) were able to formulate the problem of phasing in the presence of non-crystallographic symmetry in terms of a simple set of simultaneous complex equations. However, real advances came with applying the conditions of noncrystallographic symmetry in real space, which was the key to the solution of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Buehner et al., 1974) , tobacco mosaic virus disk protein (Bloomer et al., 1978) and other structures, aided by Gerard Bricogne's program for electron density averaging (Bricogne, 1976) , which became a standard of excellence. Electron density averaging was the ®rst of numerous methods that employed density modi®cation justi®ed by physical expectations of the structure. One important example is solvent¯attening, implicit in the regions of the cell not governed by non-crystallographic symmetry, but also applicable in the space between molecules in all structures (Wang, 1985) .
No account of the early history of macromolecular crystallography is complete without a mention of ways of representing electron density. The 2 A Ê map of myoglobin was interpreted by building a model (on a scale of 5 cm to 1 A Ê with parts designed by Corey and Pauling at the California Institute of Technology) into a forest of vertical rods decorated by colored clips at each grid point representing the height of the electron density (Fig. 4) . Later structures, such as those of lysozyme and carboxypeptidase, were built with`Kendrew' models (2 cm to 1 A Ê ) based on electron density maps displayed as stacks of large plexiglas sheets. A major advance came with Fred Richards's invention of the optical comparator (a`Richards box' or`Fred's folly') in which the model was optically superimposed onto the electron density by re¯ection of the model in a half-silvered mirror (Richards, 1968) . This allowed for easy ®tting of model parts and accurate placement of atoms within the electron density. The Richards box was the forerunner of today's computer graphics, originally referred to as aǹ Electronic Richards Box'. The development of computer graphics for model building was initially met with reservation, but fortunately those involved in these developments persevered. Various programs became available for model building in a computer, but the undoubted winner in this technology was FRODO, written by Alwyn Jones (Jones, 1978) .
Viruses
As mentioned above, the ®rst virus structure to be investigated was that of TMV in which the single strand of genomic RNA makes a helix on which are assembled 16 2 3 protective protein subunits per turn (Fig. 5 ). However, most viruses have a greater separation of protein and nucleic acid where the protein forms a spherical shell within which resides a single copy of the nucleic acid genome. Prior to 1953, electron microscope studies had shown this general organization, but little more. Watson & Crick (1953a) had only recently discovered the structure of DNA and suggested its biological signi®cance (Watson & Crick, 1953b) . The size of the codon was still completely unknown, but was recognized as requiring a minimum of two, and probably no more than six, bases. Then, Watson and Crick (Watson & Crick, 1953a) made the remarkable but simple observation that the viral nucleic acid would most probably be able to code only a few proteins of limited molecular weight. Each protein being identi®ed would have to have the same environment and, hence, simple spherical viruses were likely to be regular polyhedra.
It had been known since the 1940s that some viruses could be crystallized and then redissolved to produce a solution containing infectious particles. For instance, Crowfoot & Schmidt (1945) had crystallized satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) and shown that these crystals produced excellent X-ray diffraction patterns. Southern bean mosaic virus (SBMV) had also been crystallized by Price (1946) . Caspar (1956) used single crystals of tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) to show, in another paper of great insight, that the plant tomato bushy stunt virus was, indeed, icosahedral, as had been predicted by Crick and Watson. But extensive electron microscopy and molecular weight data were starting to show that many spherical viruses had many more than 60 capsid protein subunits ± 60 being the number of asymmetric units in an icosahedron, the largest of all the regular polyhedra. Thus, in 1962 , Caspar & Klug (1962 published yet another remarkable paper in which they worked out rules of quasi-symmetry, which showed that 60 T subunits could make quasi-identical interactions to form the viral capsid. T was called the triangulation number, whose admissible values were strictly limited. These rules were found to be of great help in the interpretation of ever better electron-microscopy studies, although later higher-resolution X-ray studies have shown numerous larger and smaller exceptions. Nevertheless, the T number remains an essential ®rst in the study of any virus structure. Until the early 1970s, there was no real hope of ever determining an atomic resolution virus structure. Furthermore, most crystallographers were ignorant of the multifunctionally important role played by structure in a viral life cycle. But gradually technology improved to place a virus structure as a distant hope. Some of the important contributions were: development of oscillation photography, spearheaded by Uli Arndt and Alan Wonacott (Arndt & Wonacott, 1977) ; commercially available high-intensity rotating-anode X-ray generators; X-ray focusing mirrors (Franks, 1955; Harrison, 1968) ; computer controlled ®lm scanning and digitizing instruments to cope with the large number of re¯ections created by the large unit cells; recognition that the presence of non-crystallographic symmetry would be a key to the phasing problem (Rossmann & Blow, 1962) ; development of the rotation function (Rossmann & Blow, 1962) for ®nding the orientation of virus particles in the cell; experience with real-space averaging for phase improvement (Buehner et al., 1974; Bricogne, 1976; Johnson, 1978) ; computers powerful enough to handle the automatic data processing, rotation function and electron density averaging procedures; and con®dence in the power of protein crystallography.
These techniques eventually led to the structure of the TMV disk (Bloomer et al., 1978) (a duplex assembly of 17 protein subunits) and its relevance to the fascinating assembly of TMV (Butler & Klug, 1978) . In 1978, Harrison and his colleagues were able to obtain the ®rst structure of an icosahedral virus, TBSV (Harrison et al., 1978) . Its major interest was how the T 3 symmetry could be accommodated. Shortly afterwards, we were able to obtain the structure of the T 3 SBMV plant virus, which showed that the shell domain of TBSV was remarkably similar in structure to that of SBMV. Soon, other virus or viral capsid structures came along, such as STNV (Liljas et al., 1982) and the hexon of adenovirus (Burnett et al., 1985) , all of which had one or two domains of a similar antiparallel -barrel structure in their capsid proteins. Probably, these different viruses evolved from a common ancestor. Exceptions came in the form of the bacterial phage MS2 (Valega Ê rd et al., 1990) and the alphavirus capsid (Choi et al., 1991) . The existence of a frequently used stable`virus fold' was consistent with the concept that protein structures are composed of functionally useful conserved domains .
The structure of polyomavirus needs special mention (Rayment et al., 1982) as it showed major deviations from the classical Caspar±Klug T 7 structure. However, the effective T number was found to be 6, which does not obey the Caspar±Klug rules. The rules had been accepted with such complete faith that it took a tremendous effort (Rayment, 1983) to convince others that the structure is correct and does not fully agree with the previous dogma. All this was later con®rmed by higher-resolution X-ray results (Liddington et al., 1991) and by cryo-electron microscopy (Baker et al., 1989) . Gradually, also, it was recognized that virus capsids have many important functions. For instance, many plant viruses swell in the absence of divalent cations like Ca 2 , which may be required for uncoating when the virus enters the cytoplasm. Harrison showed that swelling of TBSV was associated with some remarkable rotations of the whole capsid protein (Robinson & Harrison, 1982) .
The ®rst spherical virus structures to be solved were all plant viruses as it was easy to obtain these in large quantity given a simple greenhouse. Studying animal viruses was extremely dif®cult because it required, in general, cell culture with which only relatively minute quantities of virus could be grown. However, the ®rst animal virus structure, namely that of a human common cold virus (human rhinovirus 14, HRV14), was solved by us in 1985 (Rossmann et al., 1985) at 3.5 A Ê resolution, enough for placing most of the atoms in space, followed a few months later by that of poliovirus (Hogle et al., 1985) . These structures were both a major advance in phase determination and in providing biological insight. In the HRV14 structure, phases were extended from 6 to 3.5 A Ê resolution by using the power of non-crystallographic averaging, a procedure that was thought by many to be impossible. The structure showed where neutralizing antibodies bind and suggested what might be required for neutralization; it hinted (correctly) at the site of binding of the cellular receptor and showed how the stages of assembly direct the assembly process; and, ®nally, the structure of the virus was seen to be related to the T 3 plant viruses and, hence, of a common evolutionary origin. A year later, it was also shown where a series of antiviral compounds bind to HRVs and gave insight into their mechanism (Smith et al., 1986) . Another feature of the HRV14 structure determination was the use of synchrotron radiation to obtain faster and better results. This allowed for rapid data collection where one data set required perhaps only one or two week's work (today less than one day) instead of a year of house X-ray usage. With these developments, the stage was set for an explosion of new and interesting structures, including the observation of ordered nucleic acid (Chen et al., 1989; Tsao et al., 1991; Larson et al., 1993) .
Undoubtedly, the greatest achievement is the structure determination of bluetongue virus (BTV) cores by David Stuart and his colleagues (Grimes et al., 1997) . BTV belongs to the group of double-stranded RNA segmented reoviruses. They contain two capsids, one inside the other separated by a large spacer protein.
Most remarkable is that the internal capsid also contains polymerases which transcribe the viral RNA. This virus is about 800 A Ê in diameter, and cell dimensions of the actively transcribing virus are as big as 1600 A Ê . The structure determination has proceeded in steps with separate characterization of some of the structural proteins, the viral core (lacking the outside shell) and the whole virus. The cores show the RNA organization and are likely to show much of the transcriptional machinery.
Electron microscopy has been making an increasingly stronger impact on virus structure. Extending the ideas of DeRosier & Klug (1968), Crowther (1971) had shown how the projection data of various images could be combined to form a three-dimensional image. However, with negative staining, as was the practice prior to about 1987, such three-dimensional images were of only about 30 A Ê resolution. These were amazingly good and often rather informative, but there was a big gap between the power of X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy. This situation changed with the introduction of cryo-electron microscopy. Soon, numerous $20 A Ê resolution structures started to appear, including that of Sindbis virus (Fuller, 1987) , polyomavirus and SV40 (Baker et al., 1989) and rotavirus (Prasad et al., 1990) . The big advantage here is that this method does not require crystals and does not even require a particularly pure sample as individual images of the correct object can be selected from the electron micrograph.
Further advances now include ®eld-emission guns for the generation of electrons, permitting greater beam coherence and, hence, higher-resolution data provided suitable precautions are taken to consider where the phase-contrast function has its nodes and¯ips the phase (to view images with suf®cient contrast requires that the beam is focused slightly above or below the specimen). These improvements have led to structures at 10 and 7 A Ê resolution of hepatitis B cores (Bo È ttcher et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1997) in which helical structure can be discerned and followed.
9. The future X-ray crystallography may soon reach its limits. It may be that assemblies much larger than BTV cannot have the capacity for order across the 1000 A Ê or more diameter, although, if there is such a limit, it has not yet been reached. However, the structures of larger biological assemblies are made to interact with their environment. Complexes of viruses with receptors, assembly intermediates containing scaffolding proteins, complexes of viruses with antibodies and viral fusion with cellular membranes are of major interest. Such complexes may be of rather transient duration and might not, therefore, be crystallizable. The obvious new tool for such structure is high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy. Similarly, in reconstructing electron microscopy images of viruses, it may be possible to orient each image to align the possibly structured nucleic acid and, hence, obtain the complete structure of a packaged genome. Thus, a combination of X-ray crystallography and even higher resolution and better cryo-electron microscopy is likely to be the way of study in the next decade or two. Recent examples of such combinations are BTV (Hewat et al., 1994; Grimes et al., 1997) , Ross River virus (Cheng et al., 1995) and the procapsid of 9X174 (Dokland et al., 1997) . Use of electron-microscopy reconstructions will also allow the study of asymmetric objects or only partially symmetric objects, such as tailed bacteriophages (Tao et al., 1998) as well as ribosomes (Yonath et al., 1987; Yonath & Franceschi, 1993; Beckmann et al., 1997) . Thus, there may continue to be a rapid development of technique to study ever more interesting biological phenomena. I am gratefully indebted to Sharon Wilder, who has performed much of the background checking that was required to write this article. Furthermore, she has been my permanent and faithful helper during a time that is, in part, covered in the review. I am additionally indebted to Max Perutz and David Davies who both read the manuscript very carefully, making it possible to add a few personal accounts. I also thank the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation for generous ®nancial support. Parts of this article were written for a volume of the International Tables on  macromolecular structure being prepared for the  International Union of Crystallography. 
